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LOW REGULARITY SOLUTIONS FOR A 2D QUADRATIC
NON-LINEAR SCHRO¨DINGER EQUATION
IOAN BEJENARU AND DANIELA DE SILVA
Abstract. We establish that the initial value problem for the quadratic
non-linear Schro¨dinger equation
iut −∆u = u
2
where u : R2 × R → C, is locally well-posed in Hs(R2) when s > −1.
The critical exponent for this problem is sc = −1 and previous work in
[6] established local well-posedness for s > −3/4.
1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to continue the development of the theory for
quadratic non-linear Schro¨dinger equations of the form:
(1.1)
{
iut −∆u = P (u, u¯), t ∈ R, x ∈ R
n
u(x, 0) = u0(x) ∈ H
s(Rn)
where u : Rn × R → C, and P : C2 → C is a quadratic polynomial. Here
Hs(Rn) denotes the usual inhomogeneous Sobolev space.
An important concept for this type of problem is the scaling (critical)
exponent sc. This is the exponent of the Sobolev space which scales in the
same way as the equation. A straightforward computation shows that the
critical exponent for problem (1.1) is sc =
n
2 − 2. Heuristically one would
expect to obtain a local well-posedness theory for initial data u0 ∈ H
s for
all s ≥ sc. For a precise definition of local well-posedness, we refer to the
statement of our main result, Theorem 1.1.
As for many other evolution equations of this type, it turns out that
in lower dimensions obtaining local well-posedness for s ≥ sc is a delicate
problem. Indeed, for n ≥ 4 it has been shown in [5], via Strichartz estimates,
that local well-posedness holds for (1.1) for all s ≥ sc, while for n ≤ 3 local
well-posedness holds for all s ≥ 0. On the other hand, for n ≤ 3, sc =
n
2 − 2 < 0, therefore it is expected that one needs more refined techniques
in order to get closer to the scaling exponent.
One new feature in low dimension is that one has to distinguish among
the three types of nonlinearities u2, |u|2 = uu¯ and u¯2. These nonlinearities
behave differently and the local well-posedness results obtained for each of
them are not the same.
1Both authors were partial supported by the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute
(MSRI) in Berkeley.
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In the case n = 3 (sc = −
1
2) [13] established local well-posedness for
s > −12 for the non-linearities u
2 and u¯2, while local well-posedness for the
non-linearity |u|2 is shown to hold for s > −14 . The open problem in 3D is
what happens at scaling, i.e. s = −12 , for u
2 and u¯2 and at s = −14 for |u|
2.
We have strong reasons to believe that for the nonlinearity |u|2 one cannot
get a positive result for s < −14 .
In dimensions one and two, the available results are even further away
from scaling. Precisely, in one dimension (sc = −
3
2) the following results are
known:
• for u2: well-posedness for s ≥ −1 and ill-posedness for s < −1, see
[1];
• for |u|2: well-posedness for s > −14 , see [8];
• for u¯2: well-posedness for s > −34 , see [8].
We remark that the technique in [1] is not directly applicable to improve
the results known for the nonlinearities |u|2 and u¯2. Indeed such technique
is based on “undoing” the counterexample in [8] imposing the condition
s > −3/4 for the nonlinearity u2. For |u|2, the authors of [1] could not undo
the counterexample yielding s > −14 , while the nonlinearity u¯
2 is known as
being the easiest of all and a simpler argument should suffice. Hence, work
is needed for these two cases.
For n = 2 the state of art was established in [6]. For the nonlinearities
u2 and u¯2 the authors proved well-posedness for s > −34 , while for the
nonlinearity |u|2 well-posedness is shown to hold for s > −14 .
Before the result in [1], the breakpoints for u2 in 1D and 2D, namely
s > −34 , were imposed by a very similar counterexample, see [8] and [6] re-
spectively. Therefore we decided to investigate a possible improvement for
the nonlinearity u2 in 2D following the ideas in [1]. We have used similar
structures for the functional spaces introduced to overcome the deadlock
imposed by the known counterexample in [6]. The techniques are more
involved since we deal with the two dimensional problem which brings ad-
ditional difficulties.
Recall that we are interested in the problem:
(1.2)
{
iut −∆u = u
2, t ∈ R, x ∈ R2
u(x, 0) = u0(x) ∈ H
s(R2).
We prove the following result.
Theorem 1.1. Let s > −1 and r > 0 be any radius, and let Br be the ball
Br := BHsx(R)(0, r) := {u0 ∈ H
s
x(R) : ‖u0‖Hsx(R) < r}.
Then there exists a time T > 0 and a map f 7→ u[f ] which is continuous from
Br to C
0
tH
s
x([0, T ]×R), such that the restriction of this map to Br ∩H
s′
x (R)
(with the Hs
′
x (R) topology) maps continuously to C
0
tH
s′([0, T ] × R) for any
s′ ≥ s. Furthermore, if f lies in a smooth space, say Br ∩H
3
x(R), then u[f ]
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lies in C0tH
3
x∩C
1
tH
1
x([0, T ]×R) and solves the equation (1.2) in the classical
sense.
Our result does not say or predict anything about the behavior of (1.2)
at scaling, i.e. for u0 ∈ H
−1. Potentially we could prove some logarithmic
divergence in the bilinear estimate in the spirit of [11]. However this would
not say almost anything about the well/ill-posedness of the problem in this
case.
Concerning the nonlinearities |u|2 and u¯2 we believe that our paper to-
gether with [1] provide most of the tools needed for expanding the known
results both in the 1D and 2D cases. This would establish a satisfactory
well-posedness theory in 1D and 2D for (1.1).
The formalism needed for our result was developed in [1]. In the next sec-
tion, Section 2, we provide a concise but rigorous definition of the functional
space in which we need to work. For more details about the motivation for
the particular structure of such a function space, we refer the reader to [1].
Sections 3 through 6 are devoted to the main estimates of the paper, namely
the bilinear estimates in the functional space introduced in Section 2.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank James Colliander for
encouragement with this project.
2. Description of the Function Space W s
In this section we introduce some notation and we define the function
space W s whose properties will allow us to develop a local well-posedness
theory for the initial value problem (1.2), for all s > −1. We fix T = 1 and
build our space adapted to this scale. A standard rescaling argument gives
us the result for all T ’s.
Throughout this paper we use the notation A . B to mean that A ≤ CB
for some C which may change from line to line, but which is independent of
any of the possible variables in our problem. If A . B and B . A we say
that A ≈ B. In addition 〈a〉 := 1 + |a| and a+ := a+ ǫ with ǫ positive and
small.
For any s, b ∈ R, we define Xˆs,b to be the closure of the smooth functions
f : R2 × R→ C under the following norm:
‖f‖Xˆs,b := ‖〈ξ〉
s〈τ − |ξ|2〉bf‖L2ξL2τ
.
These are the Fourier transforms of the usual Xs,b spaces defined in [4].
The function space W s will be a modification of Xˆs,1/2+. As remarked
in the introduction, a close analysis of [6] reveals that in order to obtain
well-posedness below s = −3/4 one has to deal with the same kind of “bad
interactions” which appear in the 1-dimensional case. For this reason we
follow closely [1] toward the construction of the space W s.
Since W s will be constructed directly on the Fourier side (like Xˆs,b), we
require that W s satisfies the following properties.
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• Monotonicity: If |f | ≤ |g| pointwise, then ‖f‖W s ≤ ‖g‖W s . In particu-
lar, ‖f‖W s = ‖|f |‖W s .
• Hs Energy estimate:
(2.1) ‖〈ξ〉sf‖L2ξL1τ
. ‖f‖W s .
• Homogeneous Hs solution estimate:
(2.2) ‖f‖W s . ‖f‖Xˆs,100 .
• Bilinear estimate:
(2.3) ‖〈τ − |ξ|2〉−1f ∗ g‖W s . ‖f‖W s‖g‖W s ,
where f ∗ g denotes space-time convolution
f ∗ g(ξ, τ) :=
∫
R
∫
R2
f(ξ1, τ1)g(ξ2, τ2) dξ1dτ1
using the convention
(ξ1, τ1) + (ξ2, τ2) = (ξ, τ).
Once we determine a function space W s that satisfies all of the properties
above, then the machinery developed in [1] will give the result in Theorem
1.1.
This section provides the construction of W s and the (almost) trivial
check that W s satisfies the first three properties above. The next sections
will deal with the bilinear estimate (2.3), which is indeed the core of our
paper.
In order to define W s, we shall partition the frequency space (ξ, τ) in the
sets Aj ∩Bd for j, d ≥ 0, where the Aj ’s are the annuli
Aj := {(ξ, τ) ∈ R×R
2 : 2j ≤ 〈ξ〉 < 2j+1},
while the Bd’s are the parabolic neighborhoods
Bd := {(ξ, τ) ∈ R× R
2 : 2d ≤ 〈τ − |ξ|2〉 < 2d+1}.
In the next sections, we will also use the annuli Cm’s, m ≥ 0, defined by
Cm := {(ξ, τ) ∈ R× R
2 : 2m ≤ 〈τ〉 < 2m+1}.
Moreover, we denote by
A≤j :=
⋃
j′≤j
Aj′ ; B≤d :=
⋃
d′≤d
Bd′ ;
and similarly one can define A≥j, A>j, B≥d, B>d, etc. Finally for any
smooth f , we denote by
fj := χAjf,
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fj,d := χAj∩Bdf,
where χA is the characteristic function of a set A. We then have
1
(2.4) ‖f‖Xˆs,b ≈ (
∑
j
∑
d
22sj22bd‖fj,d‖
2
L2ξL
2
τ
)1/2.
Now define the space Xˆs,b,1, that is the Besov endpoint refinement of Xˆs,b,
by the following norm
(2.5) ‖f‖Xˆs,b,1 := (
∑
j
22sj(
∑
d
2bd‖fj,d‖L2ξL2τ
)2)1/2.
If b = 12 , a straightforward computation shows that Xˆ
s, 1
2 ⊂ Xˆs,
1
2
,1 ⊂ Xˆs,
1
2
+.
This Besov-type space allows us to handle the “parallel interaction” case,
that is the case when the nonlinearity interacts two components of the so-
lution u with the same high frequency. However, this space alone is not
sufficient even to handle the endpoint s = −3/4, because of a divergence
near the ”τ” axis. Thus we need to further modify this space toward the
definition of W s. We introduce the following function space Y s, defined via
the norm
‖f‖Y s := ‖〈ξ〉
sf‖L2ξL1τ
+ ‖〈(ξ, τ)〉s+1f‖L2ξL2τ
(2.6)
:= ‖f‖〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
+ ‖f‖〈(ξ,τ)〉s+1L2ξL2τ
where we denote by |(ξ, τ)| = (|τ |+ |ξ|2)
1
2 . Then we define the sum
Zs := Xˆs,1/2,1 + Y s
which is endowed with the usual norm
‖f‖Zs := inf{‖f1‖Xˆs,1/2,1 + ‖f2‖Y s : f1 ∈ Xˆ
s,1/2,1; f2 ∈ Y
s; f = f1 + f2}.
It is easy to verify that Zs is a Banach space, with the Schwartz functions
being dense. Using this space we will be able to handle the divergences
occurring along the time axis. By definition,
‖f‖Zs ≤ ‖f‖Xˆs,1/2,1 , ‖f‖Y s .
Vice-versa, in order to prove a linear estimate of the form ‖Tf‖Zs . ‖f‖Zs ,
it suffices to prove both the estimates ‖Tf‖Zs . ‖f‖Xˆs,1/2,1 , and ‖Tf‖Zs .
‖f‖Y s .
It is a simple exercise to establish that if f is smooth then
(2.7) ||f‖〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
. ‖f‖Zs and ||f‖Zs . ‖f‖Xˆs,90 .
We remark that because of the L2 structure of the spaces involved in our
analysis we have the following localization property
(2.8) ‖f‖X ≈ (
∑
j
‖fj‖
2
X )
1/2,
1All sums and unions involving j and d shall be over the non-negative integers unless
otherwise mentioned.
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for X either of Xˆs,1/2,1, Y s, or Zs.
The two spaces Xˆs,1/2,1 and Y s paste together nicely along the fuzzy
boundary 〈τ − |ξ|2〉 ≈ 〈ξ〉2. More precisely, the following Lemma holds (for
details of the proof see [1]).
Lemma 2.1 (Pasting lemma). Let f be a smooth function and let −1 ≤
s < 0. If f is supported on
⋃
j Aj ∩B≥2j−100, then
(2.9) ‖f‖Y s . ‖f‖Zs .
Conversely, if f is supported on
⋃
j Aj ∩B≤2j+100, then
(2.10) ‖f‖Xˆs,1/2,1 . ‖f‖Zs .
Now, set
K = ∪j(Aj ∩B≤2j−4).
Notice that on K ∩ Aj we have 2
2j−4 ≤ τ ≤ 22j+4. For a smooth function
f , we define
fK := χKf, f
Kc := χKcf.
Here Kc denotes the complement of K. Then, the pasting Lemma implies
that
(2.11) ||f ||Zs ≈ ||f
K ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
+ ||fK
c
||Y s
This is the way we essentially think of measuring functions in Zs.
The space Zs is a good candidate for W s, as it is able to cope with two
of the dangerous quadratic interactions in the equation (namely the parallel
interactions, and the interactions which output near the time axis). There
is a third type of interaction which could cause trouble, when a solution
component near the parabola {τ = |ξ|2} interacts with a component near
the reflected parabola {τ = −|ξ|2} to create a large contribution near the
frequency origin. However, we do expect the solution to stay concentrated
in the upper half-plane τ > 0. To exploit this fact we shall introduce a
weight
(2.12) w(ξ, τ) := max(1,−τ)10
to localize to the upper half-plane, and define W s to be the space
(2.13) ‖f‖W s := ‖wf‖Zs .
The first three properties thatW s is required to satisfy (see the beginning
of this section) are straightforward. The monotonicity of Xˆs,1/2,1,Y s and
hence of W s is immediate. The Hs energy estimate (2.1) follows from (2.7)
(since w ≥ 1), while the homogeneous Hs solution estimate (2.2) follows
directly from the following inequalities,
‖f‖W s ≤ ‖wf‖Xˆs,1/2,1 . ‖wf‖Xˆs,90 . ‖f‖Xˆs,100 ,
where we have used the crude estimate w(ξ, τ) ≤ C〈τ − |ξ|2〉10.
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It remains to establish the bilinear estimate (2.3). Applying (2.13) and
monotonicity, we reduce to showing that
(2.14) ‖
w
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(
f
w
∗
g
w
)‖Zs . ‖f‖Zs‖g‖Zs ,
for all non-negative smooth functions f, g.
Using (2.14) together with the pasting Lemma, it follows that (2.3) can
be deduced by the bilinear estimates stated in the following Proposition.
Proposition 2.2. Let f, g be non-negative smooth functions and let −1 <
s < 0. Then,
(2.15) ‖
w
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(
fK
c
w
∗
gK
c
w
)‖Zs . ‖f
Kc‖Y s‖g
Kc‖Y s ,
(2.16) ||
w
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(
fK
w
∗
gK
w
)||Zs . ||f
K ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gK ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
,
(2.17) ‖
χKw
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(
fK
w
∗
gK
c
w
)‖
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
. ‖fK‖
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
‖gK
c
‖Y s ,
(2.18) ‖
(1− χK)w
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(
fK
w
∗
gK
c
w
)‖Y s . ‖f
K‖
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
‖gK
c
‖Y s .
Remark 2.3. For τ = τ1 + τ2, ξ = ξ1 + ξ2 we have
w(ξ, τ) ≤ Cw(ξ1, τ1)w(ξ2, τ2);
hence we get the following pointwise estimate
(2.19)
w
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(
f
w
∗
g
w
) ≤
C
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(f ∗ g),
which will turn out to be quite useful in the proof of Proposition 2.2.
3. The proof of the estimate (2.15)
In this section we present the proof of the bilinear estimate (2.15). We
start with a simple auxiliary lemma. Here and henceforth, we will abbreviate
L2ξL
2
τ by L
2. Analogously we denote by L∞ the mixed Lebesgue space
L∞ξ L
∞
τ .
Lemma 3.1. Let f, g be non-negative smooth functions. Then
||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(f ∗ g)k,d||L2 . 2
−d(2k+
d
2 )||f ||L2 ||g||L2 ,(3.1)
||(f ∗ χCng)k,d||L2ξL1τ
. 2k+
n+d
2 ||f ||L2 ||χCng||L2 .(3.2)
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Proof. Let us prove (3.1). We have
||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(f ∗ g)k,d||L2 ≤ ‖(1− χK)
χAk∩Bd
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
‖L2‖f ∗ g‖L∞
≤ ‖(1− χK)
χAk∩Bd
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
‖L2‖f‖L2‖g‖L2
where in the last step we have used Young’s inequality. Moreover,
‖(1 − χK)
χAk∩Bd
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
‖L2 . 2
−d(2k+
d
2 )
since 〈τ − |ξ|2〉 ≈ 2−d on Bd and the variables ξ and τ are confined to sets
of measure 22k and 2d respectively.
We now prove (3.2). We have
||(f ∗ χCng)k,d||L2ξL1τ
≤ ‖χAk∩Bd‖L2 ||f ∗ χCng||L2(3.3)
. 2k+
d
2 ||f ||L2 ||χCng||L2ξL1τ
. 2k+
d+n
2 ||f ||L2 ||g||L2(3.4)
where to obtain (3.3) we used Cauchy-Schwartz in τ , while to obtain (3.4)
we used that the variables ξ and τ are confined to sets of measure 22k and 2d
respectively together with Young’s inequality. In the last step we have then
used Cauchy-Schwartz in τ and the fact that τ describes a set of measure
approximately 2n. 
We are now ready to prove our bilinear estimate.
Proof of (2.15). We wish to prove that
‖
w
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(
fK
c
w
∗
gK
c
w
)‖Zs . ‖f
Kc‖Y s‖g
Kc‖Y s .
Define h := fK
c
∗ gK
c
. Then using the definition of the space Y s, the
Pasting Lemma, and Remark 2.3, the desired estimate will follow from the
bilinear estimates:
(3.5) ‖
χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
h‖Xˆs,1/2,1 . ‖f
Kc‖Y s‖g
Kc‖Y s ,
(3.6) ‖
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
h‖〈(ξ,τ)〉s+1L2 . ‖f
Kc‖Y s‖g
Kc‖Y s ,
(3.7) ‖
w
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(1− χK)
(
f
w
∗
g
w
)
‖〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
. ‖fK
c
‖Y s‖g
Kc‖Y s .
We divide our proof in three steps.
Step 1: Proof of (3.5).
We decompose
hk =
∑
i,j
(fK
c
i ∗ g
Kc
j )k,
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where hk = hk(ξ, τ), fi = fi(ξ1, τ1) and gj = gj(ξ2, τ2) with (ξ, τ) = (ξ1, τ1)+
(ξ2, τ2). Hence, in order for hk to be non-zero, we must have that either of
the following cases holds:
• j ≤ i− 11, |i − k| ≤ 2,
• i ≤ j − 11, |j − k| ≤ 2,
• |i− j| ≤ 10, k ≤ max{i, j} + 1.
Assume by symmetry that i ≤ j. Then,
hk =
∑
i≤j−11;|j−k|≤2
(fK
c
i ∗ g
Kc
j )k +
∑
k≤j+1;i≤j≤i+10
(fK
c
i ∗ g
Kc
j )k(3.8)
=h′k + h
′′
k
A straightforward computation shows that,
(3.9) ‖
1
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
‖L2ξL2τ (Ak∩Bd)
≤ 2−d/2+k,
which will be used to analyze both h′k and h
′′
k.
We start by estimating h′k. By the definition of Xˆ
s,1/2,1 and of K, we get
that ‖
χKh
′
k
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
‖2
Xˆs,1/2,1
is bounded by
22ks

 ∑
d≤2k−4
∑
i≤j−11;|j−k|≤2
2
d
2 ‖
1
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(fK
c
i ∗ g
Kc
j )k,d‖L2


2
.

 ∑
d≤2k−4
∑
i≤j−11;|j−k|≤2
2
d
2
+ks
∑
d1≥2i−4;d2≥2j−4
‖
1
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(fK
c
i,d1 ∗ g
Kc
j,d2)k,d‖L2


2
.
In order to estimate this last term, we notice that in light of the following
relation,
τ − |ξ|2 = τ1 − |ξ1|
2 + τ2 − |ξ2|
2 − 2ξ1 · ξ2,
non-trivial interactions happen only in one of the following cases:
(i) |d− d2| ≤ 5, d1 ≤ d+ 6,
(ii) |d− d1| ≤ 5, d2 ≤ d+ 6,
(iii) d1, d2 ≥ d+ 7, |d1 − d2| ≤ 2.
Using (3.9) together with Ho¨lder’s inequality, in all such cases we have
that the sum above is bounded by

 ∑
d≤2k−4
∑
i≤j−11;|j−k|≤2
2
d
2 2−
d
2
+k(s+1)
∑
d1≥2i−4
∑
d2≥2j−4
‖fK
c
i,d1 ∗ g
Kc
j,d2‖L∞


2
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=

 ∑
d≤2k−4
∑
i≤j−11;|j−k|≤2
2k(s+1)
∑
d1≥2i−4
∑
d2≥2j−4
‖fK
c
i,d1 ∗ g
Kc
j,d2‖L∞


2
= Sk.
In order to estimate Sk, in each of the cases (i)-(ii)-(iii) we will use the
following estimate, which follows from Young’s inequality together with the
definition of the space Y s and the fact that fK
c
and gK
c
are supported away
from the parabola.
‖fK
c
i,d1 ∗ g
Kc
j,d2‖L∞ ≤ 2
−(d1+d2)
(s+1)
2 ‖fK
c
i,d1‖Y s‖g
Kc
j,d2‖Y s .(3.10)
Case (i)-(ii). In this cases, the summation over d is finite, independent of k.
Using (3.10) and the facts that d1 ≥ 2i − 4, d2 ≥ 2j − 4, and s + 1 > 0 we
then get
Sk .

 ∑
i≤j−11;|j−k|≤2
2(k−j−i)(s+1)‖fK
c
i ‖Y s‖g
Kc
j ‖Y s


2
.
(∑
i
2−i(s+1)‖fK
c
i ‖Y s
)2 ∑
|j−k|≤2
‖gK
c
j ‖
2
Y s
.‖fK
c
‖2Y s

 p=2∑
p=−2
‖gK
c
p+k‖
2
Y s

 ,
where in the last inequality we used Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, together
with the fact that s+1 > 0. Notice that without this assumption, we could
not perform the desired summation.
Therefore, summing over all k′s we get:
(3.11)
∑
k
Sk . ‖f
Kc‖2Y s‖g
Kc‖2Y s .
Case (iii). In this case the summation over d is finite but dependent on k,
while |d1 − d2| ≤ 2. Hence, using the relations among the indexes together
with the fact that ‖fi,d1‖Y s ≤ ‖f
Kc
i ‖Y s , ‖g
Kc
j,d2
‖Y s ≤ ‖gj‖Y s , we get
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Sk .k
2

 ∑
i≤j−11;|j−k|≤2
2k(s+1)
∑
d2≥2j−4
2−d2(s+1)‖fK
c
i ‖Y s‖g
Kc
j ‖Y s


2
.k2

 ∑
i≤j−11;|j−k|≤2
∑
d2≥2j−4
2(k−
d2
2
)(s+1)2−
i
2
(s+1)2−
k
2
(s+1)‖fK
c
i ‖Y s‖g
Kc
j ‖Y s


2
.k22−k(s+1)‖fK
c
‖2Y s‖g
Kc‖2Y s .
Hence summing over all k′s, under the assumption s+ 1 > 0 we get:
(3.12)
∑
k
Sk . ‖f
Kc‖2Y s‖g
Kc‖2Y s .
Combining (3.11) and (3.12), we then obtain:
(3.13)
∑
k
‖
χKh
′
k
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
‖2
Xˆs,1/2,1
. ‖fK
c
‖2Y s‖g
Kc‖2Y s .
We now deal with h′′k. From Young’s inequality we have
‖h′′k‖L∞ ≤
∑
k≤j+1;i≤j≤i+10
2−(i+j)(s+1)‖fK
c
i ‖〈ξ〉s+1L2‖g
Kc
j ‖〈ξ〉s+1L2
≤
∑
k≤j+1;i≤j≤i+10
2−(i+j)(s+1)‖fK
c
i ‖Y s‖g
Kc
j ‖Y s .
Hence, using (3.9) and the definition of Xˆs,1/2,1 we get
‖
χKh
′′
k
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
‖2
Xˆs,1/2,1
≤ 22ks

 ∑
d≤2k−4
∑
k≤j+1;i≤j≤i+10
2
d
2 2−
d
2
+k2−(i+j)(s+1)‖fK
c
i ‖Y s‖g
Kc
j ‖Y s


2
.

 ∑
k≤j+1;i≤j≤i+10
k2(k−(i+j))(s+1)‖fK
c
i ‖Y s‖g
Kc
j ‖Y s


2
.

 ∑
k≤j+1;i≤j≤i+10
k222(k−(i+j))(s+1)

 ‖fKc‖2Y s‖gKc‖2Y s ,
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where in the last inequality we have used Cauchy-Schwartz twice. Since
s+ 1 > 0, we have that∑
k
∑
k≤j+1;i≤j≤i+10
k222(k−(i+j))(s+1) .
∑
k
∑
k≤j+1;i≤j≤i+10
k22−2i(s+1)
.
∑
k
k22−k(s+1)
∑
i
2−i(s+1) . 1.
Hence summing the inequality above over all k’s we obtain
(3.14)
∑
k
‖
χKh
′′
k
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
‖2
Xˆs,1/2,1
. ‖fK
c
‖2Y s‖g
Kc‖2Y s .
Combining (3.8),(3.13) and (3.14) we get the desired estimate (3.5).
We remark that similar computations show that,
(3.15)
∑
k
‖
χK ′hk
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
‖2
Xˆs,1/2,1
. ‖fK
c
‖2Y s‖g
Kc‖2Y s ,
where
K ′ =
⋃
j
(Aj ∩B≤2j+4).
The reason is that for each Aj , K
′ brings in few more modulations than
K, namely those between 22j−3 and 22j+4 and our argument easily tolerates
this adjustment.
Hence, thanks to the Pasting Lemma, Lemma 2.1, in the proof of (3.6)
and (3.7), whenever (ξ, τ) ∈ Ak ∩Bd, we can restrict ourselves to the values
d ≥ 2k + 4. A straightforward computation shows that in this regime we
have 2d−1 ≤ |τ | ≤ 2d+2. Thus, in what follows, we can assume
(3.16) (ξ, τ) ∈ Ak ∩Bd ⇒ |τ | ≈ 2
d.
Step 2. Proof of (3.6).
We use the following decomposition
(3.17) (fK
c
∗ gK
c
)k,d =
∑
m,n
(χCmf
Kc ∗ χCng
Kc)k,d.
We observe that, under the assumption (3.16), in order for the summands
to be non-zero, one of the following cases must hold:
• n ≤ d+ 5, |m − d| ≤ 5,
• m ≤ d+ 5, |n − d| ≤ 5,
• m,n > d+ 5, |m− n| ≤ 3.
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By symmetry we can then assume,
(fK
c
∗ gK
c
)k,d =
∑
n≤d+5;|m−d|≤5
(χCmf
Kc ∗ χCng
Kc)k,d+(3.18)
+
∑
m,n≥d+5;|m−n|≤3
(χCmf
Kc ∗ χCng
Kc)k,d
= Ik,d + IIk,d.
From (3.1) we get
||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
Ik,d||
2
L2 ≤ 2
−2d(22k+d)
∑
n≤d+5;|m−d|≤5
||χCmf
Kc||2L2 ||χCng
Kc ||2L2 .
Since on the complement of K, d ≥ 2k− 4 we get (indeed we observed that
we can restrict to d ≥ 2k + 4),
||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
Ik,d||
2
〈(ξ,τ)〉s+1L2
. 22k−d
∑
n≤d+5;|m−d|≤5
2(d−(m+n))(s+1)||χCmf
Kc||2
〈τ〉
s+1
2 L2
||χCng
Kc ||2
〈τ〉
s+1
2 L2
. 22k−d
∑
n≤d+5;|m−d|≤5
2(d−(m+n))(s+1)||χCmf
Kc||2Y s ||χCng
Kc ||2Y s ,
where in the last inequality we used that s+ 1 > 0. Therefore,∑
d,k
||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
Ik,d||
2
〈(ξ,τ)〉s+1L2
.
∑
d

 ∑
k≤d/2+2
22k−d

 ∑
n≤d+5;|m−d|≤5
2(d−(m+n))(s+1)||χCmf
Kc||2Y s ||χCng
Kc ||2Y s
. ||fK
c
||2Y s ||g
Kc ||2Y s .
In order to justify the last inequality, we can simplify the sum inm by taking
m = d. Then we get∑
d
∑
n≤d+5
2−n(s+1)‖χCdf
Kc‖2Y s‖χCng
Kc‖2Y s
≤
(∑
d
‖χCdf
Kc‖2Y s
)(∑
n
2−n(s+1)
)
‖gK
c
‖2Y s
. ‖fK
c
‖2Y s‖g
Kc‖2Y s
where in the last step we use the assumption s + 1 > 0. We can therefore
conclude that
(3.19) ||
∑
d,k
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
Ik,d||〈(ξ,τ)〉s+1L2 . ‖f
Kc‖Y s‖g
Kc‖Y s .
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Analogously, using (3.1) we get∑
k,d
||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
IIk,d||〈(ξ,τ)〉s+1L2
.
∑
d
∑
m,n>d+5;|m−n|≤3
2(d−(m+n))
(s+1)
2 ||χCmf
Kc||Y s ||χCng
Kc ||Y s
≤

∑
d
∑
m,n>d+5;|m−n|≤3
2(d−(m+n))
(s+1)
2

 ||fKc||Y s ||gKc ||Y s
. ||fK
c
||Y s ||g
Kc ||Y s
where in the last inequality we used again that s + 1 > 0. Combining the
inequality above with (3.19) and (3.18) we obtain the desired estimate.
Step 3. Proof of (3.7).
Again, we use the decomposition (3.8). We have the following estimate
||fK
c
i ∗ g
Kc
j ||L2ξL1τ
≤ ||fK
c
i ||L2ξL1τ
||gK
c
j ||L1 ≤ 2
j ||fK
c
i ||L2ξL1τ
||gK
c
j ||L2ξL1τ
.
Hence, since in the support of (1− χK)hk, |τ − |ξ|
2| & 22k, we get
||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
h′k||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
≤
∑
j≤k+5;|k−i|≤5
2−2k2j2(k−j−i)s||fK
c
i ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||gK
c
j ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
.
Therefore, square-summing in k we get
(3.20)
∑
k
||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
h′k||
2
〈ξ〉sL2ξL
1
τ
. ‖fK
c
‖2Y s‖g
Kc‖2Y s .
In order to justify such inequality, let us simplify the sum in i by taking
i = k. Then, using first Cauchy-Schwartz and then the fact that s + 1 > 0
we obtain
∑
k

 ∑
j≤k+5
2−2k+j(1−s)||fK
c
j ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||gK
c
k ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ


2
≤
∑
k
∑
j≤k+5
2−4(k−j)||fK
c
||2Y s ||g
Kc
k ||
2
Y s
≤
∑
k

∑
p≥−5
2−4p

 ||fKc||2Y s ||gKck ||2Y s . ‖fKc‖2Y s‖gKc‖2Y s .
In order to control the behavior of h′′k, we perform a further decomposition,
that is
(3.21) (fK
c
i ∗ g
Kc
j )k,d =
∑
m,n
(χCmf
Kc
i ∗ χCng
Kc
j )k,d.
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Again, thanks to (3.16), in order for the summands to be non-zero, one of
the following cases must hold:
• m,n ≤ d+ 5, |m− d| ≤ 5,
• m,n ≤ d+ 5, |n− d| ≤ 5,
• m,n > d+ 5, |m− n| ≤ 3.
By symmetry we can then assume,
(fK
c
i ∗ g
Kc
j )k,d =
∑
m,n≤d+5;|m−d|≤5
(χCmf
Kc
i ∗ χCng
Kc
j )k,d+
(3.22)
+
∑
m,n≥d+5;|m−n|≤3
(χCmf
Kc
i ∗ χCng
Kc
j )k,d = Ii,j,k,d + IIi,j,k,d.
According to (3.4), we have the following estimate
||(χCmf
Kc
i ∗ χCng
Kc
j )k,d||L2ξL1τ
. 2k+
n+d
2 ||χCmf
Kc
i ||L2 ||χCng
Kc
j ||L2 .
Hence,
||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(χCmf
Kc
i ∗ χCng
Kc
j )k,d||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
. 2
−d+n
2 2k(s+1)||χCmf
Kc
i ||L2 ||χCng
Kc
j ||L2
≈ 2
−d+n
2 2(k−(i+j))(s+1)||χCmf
Kc
i ||〈ξ〉s+1L2 ||χCng
Kc
j ||〈ξ〉s+1L2
. 2
−d+n
2 2(k−(i+j))(s+1)||χCmf
Kc
i ||Y s ||χCng
Kc
j ||Y s .
Moreover,
∑
d
d+5∑
m=d−5
∑
n≤d+5
2
−d+n
2 ||χCmf
Kc
i ||Y s ||χCng
Kc
j ||Y s . ||f
Kc
i ||Y s ||g
Kc
j ||Y s .
To see this, we can simplify the sum in m and consider m = d. Then, the
sum above becomes:∑
d
∑
n≤d+5
2
−d+n
2 ||χCdf
Kc
i ||Y s ||χCng
Kc
j ||Y s
=
∑
p≥−5
2−
p
2
∑
d
||χCdf
Kc
i ||Y s ||χCp−dg
Kc
j ||Y s .
Applying Cauchy-Schwartz first and then using the fact that
∑
p≥−5 2
− p
2 is
bounded gives us the claim. Therefore, we can conclude that
∑
d
||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
Ii,j,k,d||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
. 2(k−(i+j))(s+1)||fK
c
i ||Y s ||g
Kc
j ||Y s .
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Hence,
∑
k
∑
i,j≥5;|i−j|≤3
∑
d
||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
Ii,j,k,d||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
(3.23)
≤
∑
k
∑
i,j≥5;|i−j|≤3
2(k−(i+j))(s+1)||fK
c
i ||Y s ||g
Kc
j ||Y s . ||f
Kc ||Y s ||g
Kc ||Y s .
Now we treat the term involving IIi,j,k,d. For this purpose we will need to
use the weight w. We have the estimate:
||(χCmf
Kc
i ∗ χCng
Kc
j )k,d||L2ξL1τ
≤ 2k+d||χCmf
Kc
i ||L2 ||χCng
Kc
j ||L2 .
If (ξ1, τ1) ∈ Ai∩Cm, (ξ2, τ2) ∈ Aj ∩Cn then (ξ1+ ξ2, τ1+ τ2) ∈ Ak ∩Bd only
if τ1 and τ2 have opposite sign. Therefore
||
w
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(1− χK)(
χCmf
Kc
i
w
∗
χCng
Kc
j
w
)k,d||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
. 2(k−(i+j))(s+1)210(d−m)||
χCmf
Kc
i
w
||〈ξ〉s+1L2 ||
χCng
Kc
j
w
||〈ξ〉s+1L2 .
As before, we can bound the sum:
∑
d
∑
m,n≥d+3;|m−n|≤3
210(d−m)||
χCmf
Kc
i
w
||〈ξ〉s+1L2 ||
χCng
Kc
j
w
||〈ξ〉s+1L2
. ||
fK
c
i
w
||Y s ||
gK
c
j
w
||Y s .
Hence,
∑
k
∑
i,j≥5;|i−j|≤3
∑
d
||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
IIi,j,k,d||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
(3.24)
.
∑
k
∑
i,j≥5;|i−j|≤3
2(k−(i+j))(s+1)||
fK
c
i
w
||Y s ||
gK
c
j
w
||Y s . ||f
Kc ||Y s ||g
Kc ||Y s .
Combining (3.23),(3.24), with the decompositions (3.8),(3.22), we obtain the
desired claim (3.7).

4. The proof of the estimate (2.16)
This section is divided into two subsections. In the first subsection we
present a preliminary result from [2], and we derive a new estimate similar
to those in [2], which will be used in the next subsection. There we exhibit
the proof of the bilinear estimate (2.16).
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4.1. Interaction of Parabolas. Here we describe how two “parabolas”
interact under convolution. We will use these results in the proof of the
estimate (2.16), where the two functions f and g are localized near the
parabola {τ ≈ |ξ|2} via the indicator function χK .
We remark that in the one-dimensional case, assuming that (ξ, τ) =
(ξ1, τ1) + (ξ2, τ2) one has the following resonance estimate
max{〈τ − ξ2〉, 〈τ1 − ξ
2
1〉, 〈τ2 − ξ
2
2〉} & 〈ξ1ξ2〉.
Hence it follows immediately that if both the input frequencies ξ1 and ξ2
are large, then it is not possible for all three (ξ, τ), (ξ1, τ1), (ξ2, τ2) to lie
close to the parabola. This inequality is a powerful tool in the analysis of
the interaction of two functions f, g supported near the parabola. In higher
dimensions the resonance inequality is no longer true and we need to perform
appropriate decompositions of the frequency space, in order to investigate
the interaction of parabolas under convolution.
The substitute for the resonance inequality will be identity,
(4.1) τ − |ξ|2 = τ1 − |ξ1|
2 + τ2 − |ξ2|
2 − 2ξ1 · ξ2.
We introduce now a few definitions. For each c ∈ R denote by
Pc = {(ξ, τ) : τ − |ξ|
2 = c}
and by
P¯c = {(ξ, τ) : τ + |ξ|
2 = c}.
For notational simplicity let P = P0 and P¯ = P¯0.
We denote by δPc = δτ−|ξ|2=c the standard surface measure associated to
the parabola Pc. Thus,
(4.2) δPc(f) =
∫
fdPc =
∫
f(ξ, |ξ|2 + c)
√
1 + 4|ξ|2dξ,
for all smooth functions f ’s.
Then, the L2 norm of the restriction of a smooth function f to Pc with
respect to this measure, is given by
||f ||L2(Pc) =
(∫
f2(ξ, |ξ|2 + c)
√
1 + 4|ξ|2dξ
) 1
2
The following Lemma can be found in [2] (see Propositions 1 and 2, section
4.1 there). Here we denote by P i any of the parabolas Pci , P¯ci , i = 1, 2, for
some constants c1, c2.
Lemma 4.1. Let f ∈ L2(P 1) and g ∈ L2(P 2) be supported on Ai, Aj re-
spectively. Then,
(4.3) ||fδP 1 ∗ gδP 2 ||L2 ≤ 2
min (i,j)||f ||L2(P 1)||g||L2(P 2).
Moreover, if i ≤ j, |c1| ≤ 2
2i−2 and |c2| ≤ 2
2j−2, then
(4.4) ||fδP 1 ∗ gδP 2 ||L2(|(ξ,τ)|≈2j ,|τ−|ξ|2|≤d) . d
1
2 ||f ||L2(P 1)||g||L2(P 2).
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The next result is needed due to our particular choice of spaces.
Lemma 4.2. Let f ∈ L2(P 1) and g ∈ L2(P 2) be supported on Ai, Aj re-
spectively. Assume that |c1| ≤ 2
2i+10 and |c2| ≤ 2
2j+10. Then,
(4.5) ||fδP 1 ∗ gδP 2 ||L2ξL1τ (|ξ|≈2k)
. 2k+
i+j
2 ||f ||L2(P 1)||g||L2(P 2).
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume c1 = c2 = 0. Also, let us
consider the case when P 1 = P and P 2 = P . The other cases can be treated
in a similar way.
Assuming that fδP ∗ gδP ∈ L
2
ξL
1
τ (|ξ| ≈ 2
k), then its norm is controlled by
estimating |(fδP ∗ gδP )h| for any h ∈ L
2
ξL
∞
τ supported at frequency 2
k. For
any such h we have:
(fδP ∗ gδP )h =
∫
f(ξ)g(η)h(ξ + η, |ξ|2 + |η|2)
√
1 + 4|ξ|2
√
1 + 4|η|2dξdη.
We decompose R2 = ∪l∈Z2Q
k
l in cubes Q
k
l centered at 2
kl and of size 2k.
Then we split
f =
∑
l∈Z2
fl and g =
∑
l∈Z2
gl
where fl is the part of f localized in Q
k
l and similarly for gl. Since h is
supported at frequency 2k we obtain,
(fδP∗gδP )h =
∑
l∈Z2
∫
fl(ξ)g−l(η)h(ξ+η, |ξ|
2+|η|2)
√
1 + 4|ξ|2
√
1 + 4|η|2dξdη.
For fixed l we evaluate:
|(flδP ∗ g−lδP )h| ≤ ||fl||L2(P )||g−l||L2(P )
×
(∫
h2(ξ + η, |ξ|2 + |η|2)
√
1 + 4|ξ|2
√
1 + 4|η|2dξdη
) 1
2
.
Since h ∈ L2ξL
∞
τ we can suppose that we have h˜ ∈ L
2
ξ and estimate:∫
h˜2(ξ + η)
√
1 + 4|ξ|2
√
1 + 4|η|2dξdη ≤ 22k+i+j ||h˜||2L2
from which we can conclude
|(flδP ∗ g−lδP )h| ≤ 2
k+ i+j
2 ||fl||L2(P )||g−l||L2(P )||h||L2ξL∞τ
.
Summing up with respect to l gives us the claim in (4.5), as long as fδP ∗
gδP ∈ L
2
ξL
1
τ (|ξ| ≈ 2
k). In order to guarantee this last fact, we can pick
h ∈ L2ξ,τ and perform a similar computation to the one above. In this
way we obtain an L2 estimate for fδP ∗ gδP . However, L
2
ξ,τ (|ξ| ≈ 2
k) ⊂
L2ξL
1
τ (|ξ| ≈ 2
k), and this concludes the proof. 
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4.2. Proof of the bilinear estimate (2.16). We start with an auxiliary
lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Let f, g be non-negative smooth functions. Assume that 0 ≤
i ≤ j, d1 ≤ 2i − 4, d2 ≤ 2j − 4. Then, for |k − j| ≤ 5 and d3 ≤ 2k − 4, the
following estimates hold.
(4.6) ||(fi,d1 ∗ gj,d2)k,d3 ||Xˆ0,−
1
2
. 2−
i+j
2 ||fi,d1 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
||gj,d2 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
.
Moreover, if |i− j| ≤ 2, k ≤ j + 2, d1 ≤ 2i− 4 and d2 ≤ 2j − 4, then
(4.7) ||fi,d1 ∗ gj,d2 ||L2 ≤ ||fi,d1 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
||gj,d2 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
,
(4.8) ||(fi,d1 ∗ gj,d2)k||L2ξL1τ
. 2k||fi,d1 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
||gj,d2 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
.
Proof. The proof of (4.6) and (4.7) can be found in [2], see the proof of
Proposition 3, section 4.2. These estimates can be also derived directly
from the statements of Proposition 3, section 4.2 in [2].
Thus, we are left with the proof of (4.8), which is specific to our problem.
We aim to apply the results in the Subsection 4.1. Notice that on each Ai
the parabolas Pc make an angle of approximately 2
−i with the τ axis. Thus,
recalling (4.2), we have the following relation between measures:
dξdτ ≈ 2−idPcdc.
Therefore for each h supported in Ak ∩Bd we have
(4.9) ||h||2
Xˆ0,±
1
2
≈ 2±d
∫ 2d+1
2d−1
||h||2L2(Pb)2
−kdb.
For notational simplicity, we denote f = fi,d1 , g = gj,d2 . We apply (4.5) and
(4.9) to evaluate the following norm,
||f ∗ g||L2ξL1τ
≤
∫
I1
∫
I2
||fδPb1 ∗ gδPb2 ||L2ξL1τ
2−i−jdb1db2 ≤∫
I1
∫
I2
2k−
i+j
2 ||f ||L2(Pb1 )
||g||L2(Pb2 )
db1db2 ≤
2k
(∫
I1
(1 + b1)
−1db1
) 1
2
||f ||
Xˆ0,
1
2
(∫
I2
(1 + b2)
−1db2
) 1
2
||g||
Xˆ0,
1
2
≈
2k||f ||
Xˆ0,
1
2
||g||
Xˆ0,
1
2
.
Here we used the fact that I1 ≈ [2
d1−1, 2d1+1], which gives us
∫
(1+b1)
−1db1 ≈
1. Same thing for the integral with respect to b2.
We remark that the proof of (4.6)-(4.7) follows the same lines as the proof
above, and uses Lemma 4.1, which we have thus stated for convenience of
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the reader. However, the proof is slightly more involved, hence we prefer to
refer the reader to [2] as well.

Proof of (2.16). We wish to prove that
||
w
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(
fK
w
∗
gK
w
)||Zs . ||f
K ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gK ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
.
On behalf of (2.19) we reduce to showing the following bound,
(4.10) ||
1
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(fK ∗ gK)||Zs . ||f
K ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gK ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
.
Now, we assume by symmetry that i ≤ j; we perform the following de-
composition
(4.11) (fKi ∗ g
K
j ) = χK(f
K
i ∗ g
K
j ) + (1− χK)(f
K
i ∗ g
K
j ).
We continue with decomposing even further the first term, that is
(4.12) χK(f
K
i ∗ g
K
j ) =
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
∑
d1≤2i−4
∑
d2≤2j−4
(fi,d1 ∗ gj,d2)k,d3 .
By the definition of K, in the support of fKi we have τ ≥ 2
2i−4 while in
the support of gKj we have τ ≥ 2
2j−4. Hence, in the support of fKi ∗ g
K
j we
have τ ≥ 22j−4 and in the support of χK(f
K
i ∗ g
K
j ) we have |ξ| ≥ 2
j−5. This
means we have nontrivial interactions only in the case |k − j| ≤ 5.
Hence, using (4.6) together with (4.12), we get the following estimate
||
χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(fKi ∗ g
K
j )||Xˆ0,
1
2 ,1
≈ ||χK(f
K
i ∗ g
K
j )||Xˆ0,−
1
2 ,1
.
∑
|k−j|≤5
∑
d3≤2k−4
∑
d1≤2i−4
∑
d2≤2j−4
||(fi,d1 ∗ gj,d2)k,d3 ||Xˆ0,−
1
2 ,1
.
∑
|k−j|≤5
∑
d3≤2k−4
∑
d1≤2i−4
∑
d2≤2j−4
2−
i+j
2 ||fi,d1 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
||gj,d2 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
. 2−
i+j
2
∑
|k−j|≤5
∑
d3≤2k−4
||fKi ||Xˆ0,
1
2 ,1
||gKj ||Xˆ0,
1
2 ,1
. j2−
i+j
2 ||fKi ||Xˆ0,
1
2 ,1
||gKj ||Xˆ0,
1
2 ,1
.
For general s this becomes
||
χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(fKi ∗ g
K
j )||Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
≤ j2−(1+s)i2
i−j
2 ||fKi ||Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gKj ||Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
.
Summing up with respect to i, j gives us
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||
χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(fK ∗ gK)||
Xs,
1
2 ,1
(4.13)
.
∑
i≤j
j2−(1+s)i2
i−j
2 ||fKi ||Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gKj ||Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
+ symmetric term
. ||fK ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gK ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
.
Finally, since Xˆs,
1
2
,1 and Zs paste nicely in the set K, we have obtained that
(4.14) ||
χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(fK ∗ gK)||Zs . ||f
K ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gK ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
.
For the second term in (4.11) we make the following observation. If i ≤
j−5, then fKi ∗g
K
j is supported in ∪
j+1
k=j−1Ak∩B≤2j−3. Hence, by the pasting
Lemma, in this case the Zs norm of (1− χK)(f
K
i ∗ g
K
j ) is controlled by the
Xˆs,
1
2
,1 norm. Morally, in this case we keep the interaction close enough to
P so that we can treat the estimate in the same way as the previous one.
Indeed, using the same computations as above we obtain,
(4.15)
∑
|i−j|≥5
||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(fKi ∗ g
K
j )||Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
. ||fK ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gK ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
.
In the case when |i− j| ≤ 4 we perform the following decomposition,
(4.16) (1− χK)(f
K
i ∗ g
K
j ) =
∑
k
∑
d1≤2i−4
∑
d2≤2j−4
(1− χK)(fi,d1 ∗ gj,d2)k.
We notice that fKi ∗g
K
j is supported in a region where |ξ| ≤ 2
j+10, τ ≥ 22j−4
and |τ − |ξ|2| ≥ 22j−10. Using the decomposition (4.16) and the estimate
(4.7) we obtain,∑
|i−j|≤4
||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(fKi ∗ g
K
j )||〈(ξ,τ)〉s+1L2(4.17)
.
∑
|i−j|≤4
∑
k≤j+10
2(s+1)(k−2j)||fKi ||Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gKj ||Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
. ||fK ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gK ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
,
while using the estimate (4.8) we get,∑
|i−j|≤4
||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(fKi ∗ g
K
j )||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
(4.18)
.
∑
|i−j|≤4
∑
k≤j+10
2(s+1)(k−2j)||fKi ||Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gKj ||Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
. ||fK ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gK ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
.
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The estimates (4.15),(4.17) and (4.18), the definition of the space Y s, and
the fact that Y s and Zs paste nicely outside of K then imply
(4.19) ||
1− χK
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(fK ∗ gK)||Zs . ||f
K ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gK ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
.
Combining (4.14) and (4.19) we get the claim in (4.10).

5. The proof of the estimate (2.17)
In this section we present the proof of the bilinear estimate (2.17). We
start by proving an auxiliary lemma.
Lemma 5.1. Let f, g be non-negative smooth functions. If k ≥ i − 10,
d3 ≤ 2k − 4 and d1 ≤ 2i− 4 then,
(5.1) ||(fi,d1 ∗ g)k,d3 ||Xˆ0,−
1
2
. 2
i−k
2 ||fi,d1 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
||g||L2 .
If d2 ≤ 2i− 10, d3 ≤ 2k − 4 and d1 ≤ 2i− 4, then
(5.2) ||(fi,d1 ∗ g
Kc
d2 )k,d3 ||Xˆ0,−
1
2
. 2
3d2−2i−2d3
4 ||fi,d1 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
||gK
c
d2 ||L2 .
If k ≤ i− 10 and d3 ≤ 2k − 4 and d1 ≤ 2i− 4, then
(5.3) ||(fi,d1 ∗
g
w
)k,d3 ||Xˆ0,−
1
2
. 2−4i||fi,d1 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
||g||L2 .
Proof. By duality, (5.1) is equivalent to:
||fi,d1 ∗ gk,d3 ||L2 . 2
i−k
2 ||fi,d1 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
||gk,d3 || ˆ¯X0,
1
2
which can be obtain by a similar argument to the one for (4.6), in light of
the fact that (4.3) allows us to work with either δPc or δP¯c . For a detailed
argument we refer to [2].
For the proof of (5.2) we split Ai ∩ Bd1 = ∪αDα, where Dα are disjoint
sets of sizes 2−i2d1 ×2
d2
2 ×2d2 , the first size being in the direction of nα and
the last one in the direction of τ . Here by nα we mean one of the normal
directions to Pd2 ∩Dα.
We replace fi,d1 by f , so that we do not carry all the indexes.
Then, if fα is the part of f localized in Dα, the fα ∗ g’s have, essentially,
disjoint support with respect to α. Hence,
||f ∗ g||2L2 ≈
∑
α
||fα ∗ g||
2
L2 ≤
∑
α
||fα||
2
L1 ||g||
2
L2 .
2−i+d12
3
2
d2
∑
α
||fα||
2
L2 ||g||
2
L2 . 2
−i+d12
3
2
d2 ||f ||2L2 ||g||
2
L2 .
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Thus,
||(f ∗ g)j,d3 ||Xˆ0,−
1
2
. 2−
d3
2 ||f ∗ g||L2 . 2¨
3d2−2i−2d3
4 2
d1
2 ||f ||L2 ||g||L2
≈ 2
3d2−2i−2d3
4 ||fi,d1 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
||g||L2 ,
that is the desired estimate.
We start the proof of (5.3) with a geometrical observation. The function
f is supported in a region where τ ≥ 22i−4 and we want to restrict f ∗ g
in a region where τ ≤ 22k+4. This can be achieved only by restricting the
support of g in a region where τ ≤ −22i−5. This allows us to obtain pretty
loose estimates, thanks to the weight w.
Indeed, we can run the L1 ∗ L2 → L2 argument to get
||(f ∗
g
w
)k,d3 ||Xˆ0,−
1
2
. ||f ∗
g
w
||L2 . ||f ||L1 ||
g
w
||L2 . 2
i||fi,d1 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
2−20i||g||L2 .
This concludes our proof. 
Proof of (2.17). We wish to prove that,
(5.4) ‖
χKw
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(
fK
w
∗
gK
c
w
)‖
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
. ‖fK‖
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
‖gK
c
‖Y s .
Since w = 1 in K, we can drop w from fK/w. Then we decompose
χK(f
K ∗
gK
c
w
) =
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
∑
i
∑
d1≤2i−4
∑
d2
(fi,d1 ∗
gK
c
d2
w
)k,d3
=
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
∑
i≤k+10
∑
d1≤2i−4
∑
d2
(fi,d1 ∗
gK
c
d2
w
)k,d3
+
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
∑
i≥k+11
∑
d1≤2i−4
∑
d2
(fi,d1 ∗
gK
c
d2
w
)k,d3
= I1 + I2
We decompose I1 even further
I1 =
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
∑
i≤k+10
∑
d1≤2i−4
∑
d2≥
i
10
(fi,d1 ∗
gK
c
d2
w
)k,d3
+
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
∑
i≤k+10
∑
d1≤2i−4
∑
d2<
i
10
(fi,d1 ∗
gK
c
d2
w
)k,d3
= I11 + I12
We use (5.1) to estimate I11:
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||
1
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
I11||
Xs,
1
2 ,1
. ||I11||
Xs,−
1
2 ,1
.
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
∑
i≤k+10
∑
d1≤2i−4
∑
d2≥
i
10
2ks||(fi,d1 ∗ g
Kc
d2 )k,d3 ||Xˆ0,−
1
2
.
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
∑
i≤k+10
∑
d1≤2i−4
∑
d2≥
i
10
2ks2
i−k
2 ||fi,d1 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
||gK
c
d2 ||L2
.
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
∑
i≤k+10
∑
d2≥
i
10
2ks2
i−k
2 2−
(s+1)d2
2 ||fKi ||Xˆ0,
1
2 ,1
||gK
c
d2 ||Y s
.
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
∑
i≤k+10
2(k−i)s2
i−k
2 2−(s+1)
i
20 ||fKi ||Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||χB
≥ i10
gK
c
||Y s
.
∑
k
∑
i≤k+10
k2(k−i)(s−
1
2
)2−(s+1)
i
20 ||fKi ||Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gK
c
||Y s . ||f
K ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gK
c
||Y s .
When estimating I12 we notice that unless |k − i| ≤ 2 we have trivial esti-
mates. Indeed the support of χB
≤ i10
gK
c
cannot move, via convolution, the
support of fi too much. We use (5.2) and compute:
||
1
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
I12||
Xs,
1
2 ,1
. ||I12||
Xs,−
1
2 ,1
.
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
k+2∑
i=k−2
∑
d1≤2i−4
∑
d2≤
i
10
2ks||(fi,d1 ∗ g
Kc
d2 )k,d3 ||Xˆ0,−
1
2
.
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
k+2∑
i=k−2
∑
d1≤2i−4
∑
d2≤
i
10
2ks2
3d2−2i−2d3
4 ||fi,d1 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
||gK
c
d2 ||L2
.
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
k+2∑
i=k−2
∑
d2≤
i
10
2
3d2−2i−2d3
4 2−
(s+1)d2
2 ||fKi ||Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gK
c
d2 ||Y s
.
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
k+2∑
i=k−2
2
−i−2d3
4 ||fKi ||Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||χB
≤ i10
gK
c
||Y s
.
∑
k
k+2∑
i=k−2
2−
i
4 ||fKi ||Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||g||Y s . ||f
K ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gK
c
||Y s .
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Finally, we use (5.3) to estimate I2:
||
1
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
I2||
Xs,
1
2 ,1
. ||I2||
Xs,−
1
2 ,1
.
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
∑
i≥k+11
∑
d1≤2i−4
2ks||(fi,d1 ∗
gK
c
w
)k,d3 ||Xˆ0,−
1
2
.
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
∑
i≥k+11
∑
d1≤2i−4
2ks2−4i||fi,d1 ||Xˆ0,
1
2
||gK
c
||L2
.
∑
k
∑
d3≤2k−4
∑
i≥k+11
2ks2−4i||fi||
Xˆ0,
1
2 ,1
||gK
c
||Y s
.
∑
k
k2ks
∑
i≥k+11
2−3i||fi||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gK
c
||Y s . ||f ||
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
||gK
c
||Y s .
Adding up the estimates we obtained for I11, I12 and I2 gives us the
estimate (2.17).

6. The proof of the estimate (2.18)
We start with the following two elementary auxiliary lemmas.
Lemma 6.1. Let f, g be non-negative smooth functions. Then,
(6.1) ||fi ∗ gj ||L2ξL1τ
. 2min (i,j)||fi||L2ξL1τ
||gj ||L2ξL1τ
,
(6.2) ||(fi ∗ gj)k||L2ξL1τ
. 2k||fi||L2ξL1τ
||gj ||L2ξL1τ
.
Moreover if |i− j| ≤ 3, k ≤ max (i, j)− 10, and d ≤ 2max (i, j)− 10 then
(6.3) ||(fKi ∗
gj
w
)k,d||L2ξL1τ
. 2k2−20j ||fi||L2ξL1τ
||gj ||L2ξL1τ
.
Proof. The first estimate is trivial
||fi ∗ gj ||L2ξL1τ
. ||fi||L1ξL1τ
||gj ||L2ξL1τ
. 2i||fi||L2ξL1τ
||gj ||L2ξL1τ
.
Analogously,
||fi ∗ gj ||L2ξL1τ
. 2j ||fi||L2ξL1τ
||gj ||L2ξL1τ
,
and (6.1) immediately follows.
For (6.2) we estimate as follows:
||(fi ∗ gj)k||L2ξL1τ
. 2k||(fi ∗ gj)k||L∞ξ L1τ . 2
k||fi||L2ξL1τ
||gj ||L2ξL1τ
.
In order to derive (6.3) the key observation is that the part of gj which
interacts non-trivially is localized in a region where τ ≤ −22j−10. Roughly
speaking, we have a high-high to low type of interaction, and fKi is localized
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at τ ≥ 22i−5. Using this observation, the argument to prove (6.3) is similar
to the one for (6.2).

Lemma 6.2. Let f, g be non-negative smooth functions. Then,
(6.4) ||fi ∗ gj ||L2 . 2
min(i,j)||fi||L2ξL1τ
||gj ||L2 .
Moreover if d ≤ 2i− 20 then
(6.5) ||(1− χK)(f
K
i ∗
g
w
)d||L2 ≤ 2
d
2 2−20i||fi||L2ξL1τ
||g||L2 .
Proof. The first estimate is trivial. Indeed,
||fi ∗ gj ||L2 . ||fi||L1ξL1τ
||gj ||L2 . 2
i||fi||L2ξL1τ
||gj ||L2 ,
and similarly we get the one with 2j replacing 2i.
In order to derive (6.5), it is enough to observe that the part of g which
gives nontrivial interactions is localized in a region where τ . −22i−5. More-
over, the outcome of the interaction is localized at |ξ| . 2
d
2 . These two facts
together with a similar argument to the one in the previous Lemma give us
the desired estimate.
To justify our first observation, we notice that fKi is localized at τ ≥ 2
2i−5,
while χBd(1−χK) is supported in a region where |τ | ≤ 2
6|τ −|ξ|2| ≤ 2d+7 ≤
22i−10. As a consequence the interacting part of g is supported in a region
with τ . −22i−5.
To justify our second observation, we notice that the size of the support
of χBd(1−χK) in the ξ direction is comparable to 2
d
2 , since on one hand we
localize 〈τ − |ξ|2〉 around 2d, and on the other hand we localize in a region
where |τ − |ξ|2| ≥ |ξ|
2
26
.

Proof of (2.18). We wish to prove the following estimate,
(6.6) ‖
(1− χK)w
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
(
fK
w
∗
gK
c
w
)‖Y s . ‖f
K‖
Xˆs,
1
2 ,1
‖gK
c
‖Y s .
Since w = 1 in K we drop w from the ratio fK/w. We split the proof in
two steps.
Step 1. Estimate in 〈ξ〉sL2ξL
1
τ .
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In this proof we use the Xˆs,
1
2
,1 structure for fK via the inclusion Xs,
1
2
,1 ⊂
〈ξ〉sL2ξL
1
τ . We decompose
(1− χK)(f
K ∗
gK
c
w
) =
∑
k
∑
i
∑
j
χKc(f
K
i ∗
gK
c
j
w
)k(6.7)
=
∑
i≤j
j+2∑
k=j−10
χKc(f
K
i ∗
gK
c
j
w
)k + symmetric term
+
∑
i
∑
j
∑
k≤max (i,j)−10
χKc(f
K
i ∗
gK
c
j
w
)k
= J1 + symmetric term + J2.
When estimating J1 we drop all the weights and use (6.1) to obtain
||
wJ1
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
||2〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
.
∑
j
j+2∑
k=j−10
22ks2−4k||
j∑
i=0
χKc(f
K
i ∗ g
Kc
j )k||
2
L2ξL
1
τ
.
∑
j
j+2∑
k=j−10
2−4k22(k−j)s
(
j∑
i=0
2i(1−s)||fKi ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
)2
||gK
c
j ||
2
〈ξ〉sL2ξL
1
τ
.
∑
j
j+2∑
k=j−10
(
j∑
i=0
2i(1−s)−2j ||fKi ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
)2
||gK
c
j ||
2
〈ξ〉sL2ξL
1
τ
.
∑
j
j+2∑
k=j−10
||fK ||2〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||gK
c
j ||
2
〈ξ〉sL2ξL
1
τ
. ||fK ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||gK
c
||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
.
For J2, we notice that in order to consider only the nontrivial terms, we
must impose the condition |i− j| ≤ 3. We further split
J2 =
∑
|i−j|≤3
∑
k≤max (i,j)−10
∑
d≥2max (i,j)−10
χKc(f
K
i ∗
gK
c
j
w
)k,d
+
∑
|i−j|≤3
∑
k≤max (i,j)−10
∑
d≤2max (i,j)−10
χKc(f
K
i ∗
gK
c
j
w
)k,d
= J21 + J22.
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The term J21 is estimated using (6.2):
||
wJ21
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
.
∑
|i−j|≤3
∑
k≤max (i,j)−10
2ks2−2j ||χKc(f
K
i ∗ g
Kc
j )k||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
.
∑
|i−j|≤3
∑
k≤max (i,j)−10
2(s+1)k2−2(s+1)j ||fKi ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||gK
c
j ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
.
∑
|i−j|≤3
||fKi ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||gK
c
j ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
. ||fK ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||gK
c
||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
.
The term J22 is bounded using (6.3) and keeping the weights,
||
w
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
∑
|i−j|≤3
∑
k≤max (i,j)−10
∑
d≤2max (i,j)−10
χKc(f
K
i ∗
gK
c
j
w
)k,d||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
.
∑
|i−j|≤3
∑
k≤max (i,j)−10
∑
d≤2max (i,j)−10
2ks29d||(fKi ∗
gK
c
j
w
)k,d||L2ξL1τ
.
∑
|i−j|≤3
∑
k≤max (i,j)−10
∑
d≤2max (i,j)−10
2(s+1)k29d2−2js2−20j ||fKi ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||gK
c
j ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
.
∑
|i−j|≤3
∑
k≤max (i,j)−10
2(s+1)k2−2(s+1)j ||fKi ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||gK
c
j ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
.
∑
|i−j|≤3
||fKi ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||gK
c
j ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
. ||fK ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||gK
c
||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
.
Combining the estimates for J1, J21 and J22 we obtain the claim in (2.17).
Step2. Estimate in 〈(ξ, τ)〉s+1L2.
We decompose
(1− χK)(f
K ∗
gK
c
w
) =
∑
d3
∑
i
χKc(f
K
i ∗
gK
c
w
)d3
=
∑
i
∑
d3≥2i−10
χKc(f
K
i ∗
gK
c
w
)d3 +
∑
i
∑
d3≤2i−10
χKc(f
K
i ∗
gK
c
w
)d3
= L1 + L2.
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We estimate L1 by using (6.4) and dropping all the weights:
||
wL1
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
||〈(ξ,τ)〉1+sL2 .
∑
i
∑
j
∑
d3≥2i−10
2sd3 ||(fKi ∗ g
Kc
j )d3 ||L2
.
∑
i
∑
j
2si2min (i,j)2−(1+s)j
∑
d3≥2i−10
2s(d3−2i)||fKi ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||gK
c
j ||〈(ξ,τ)〉1+sL2
.
∑
i≤j
2(s+1)(i−j)||fKi ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||gK
c
j ||〈(ξ,τ)〉1+sL2
+
∑
i≥j
2s(i−j)||fKi ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||gK
c
j ||〈(ξ,τ)〉1+sL2
. ||fK ||〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||gK
c
||〈(ξ,τ)〉1+sL2 .
In order to estimate L2 we use (6.5) and the fact that g is supported
where τ ≤ −22i−5. Hence,
||
w(1 − χK)
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
∑
i
∑
d3≤2i−10
(fKi ∗
g
w
)d3 ||
2
〈(ξ,τ)〉1+sL2
. ||
w(1 − χK)
〈τ − |ξ|2〉
∑
d3
∑
i≥
d3+10
2
(fKi ∗
g
w
)d3 ||
2
〈(ξ,τ)〉1+sL2
.
∑
d3
∑
i≥
d3+10
2
2(s+19)d3 ||χKc(f
K
i ∗
g
w
)d3 ||
2
L2
.
∑
d3
∑
i≥
d3+10
2
2−2is2(s+19)d32d32−40i2−2(s+1)i||fi||
2
〈ξ〉sL2ξL
1
τ
||g||2〈(ξ,τ)〉1+sL2
.
∑
d3
∑
i≥
d3+10
2
2(s+20)(d3−2i)2−2i(s+1)||fi||
2
〈ξ〉sL2ξL
1
τ
||g||2〈(ξ,τ)〉1+sL2
. ||f ||2〈ξ〉sL2ξL1τ
||g||2〈(ξ,τ)〉1+sL2 ,
which concludes our proof. 
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